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Introduction: 
At the beginning of this Professional Placement module, I was unsure as 
to which future career path I wanted to take. That is why I decided to 
take the opportunity to experience 6 placements within a variety of 
different areas inside the photographic industry.  
 
As well as wanting to achieve a greater understanding of my future 
career options, another aspect I wanted to aim for was to convert any 
previous weaknesses I had before the placement opportunities, and 
turn them into strengths, in order to enhance the variety of skills I 
possess. 
 
Fresh@CU: 
My first placement was with Fresh@CU where I worked as a Student 
Media Production Assistant at the Media department’s graduation 
day. I secured this placement through the company’s approach after 
being suggested by my lecturers as being a suitable candidate for the 
role. I chose to take part in this opportunity as I wanted to experience 
working for a practical based company that focused mainly on 
production and highlighted the importance of being able to work in a 
team.  
 
Within this placement, I was allocated the role of course photo 
photographer where I produced around 15 technically correct and 
aesthetically pleasing images. In order to achieve this, I had to 
complete a number of tasks including setting up the lighting according 
to a pre-planned diagram, and organizing a large number of group 
members by communicating what was required of them.  
 
By taking part in this professional placement, the quality of most of my 
strengths were improved and I was also able to encounter the 
dynamics of working in a team, which allowed my communication 
skills, problem solving, and the ability to understand the role I played 
within the team to flourish.  
 
Personally, I feel that this placement was challenging as it allowed me 
to experience a professional process that I hadn’t encountered before 
whilst also allowing me to confront some of my strongest weaknesses 
including appearing shy in front of large groups. However, this 
placement has shown me that it is not something I would consider 
perusing for my future career as a majority of the opportunities the 
company receives are of subjects that I usually do not enjoy 
photographing, and I feel that constantly working to similar, 
constrained briefs will limit my personal skill growth. 
 
ePHOTOzine: 
My second placement was with the online photographic magazine 
and forum, ePHOTOzine, where I experienced working as a freelance 
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writer. The idea behind this opportunity began by my lecturer 
suggesting that I put myself forward for a similar role due to the quality 
of my written work. After this discussion, I got in contact with 
ePHOTOzine and was offered the position after receiving positive 
feedback from an example of my written work that I sent in. I wanted 
to experience a part of the photographic industry that I wasn’t familiar 
with and also wanted to determine whether this could be a possible 
career path, as suggested by my lecturer. 
 
As a part of this opportunity, I was asked to write a number of 
photographic articles for the ePHOTOzine website. This often included 
conducting my own research surrounding given themes, creating 
photographs that were suitable for the illustration of my articles, and 
communicating and negotiating with my supervisor, all whilst working 
to a deadline. 
 
To date, I have written seven articles for ePHOTOzine, which have all 
been published on the companies website. 
 
This placement allowed me to enhance my creative skills by 
diversifying my portfolio of work to include written articles. Many of my 
strengths were used and enhanced throughout this placement and I 
was also able to handle some of my weaknesses (including getting 
stressed easily, stubbornness, and impatience). 
 
This placement was the most enjoyable out of the six as I found that the 
opportunities process was not only satisfying but also engaging and 
challenging. Not only was this placement successful, but I also feel that 
I greatly benefited from the company’s feedback system that meant 
that I was continually improving my standard of work.  
 
Coventry City Handball Club: 
My third placement required me to work with Coventry City Handball 
Club as their photographer. After being contacted by the club, I 
agreed to this placement as I wanted to not only experience a type of 
photography that I was yet to encounter, but I also wanted to 
experience a partnership with a company, the professional 
relationships it had to offer, and the negotiation side of the opportunity.  
 
For this placement, it was arranged that I were to provide the Club with 
marketing and promotional images for their website and Facebook 
page. These included headshots of each of the players, team photos, 
and during play action shots. For each of these different shoots, I often 
conducted my own research regarding useful tips, and created a 
technical plan for each type of shoot, whilst working to a constraining 
schedule and before editing the images to the customers’ satisfaction. 
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This placement enabled me to experience the partnership and 
negotiation side of team working whilst also enhancing my creative 
skills through the improvement of my photographic versatility. Allowing 
me to build upon my strengths, this placement also challenged a 
number of my weaknesses (including impatience, and appearing shy 
in front of large groups).  
 
I enjoyed the partnership and work this placement had to offer as I not 
only found it challenging in the sense that I had never photographed 
sports before, but working for a client and creating photographs of a 
subject that I very much enjoy, to a standard that was good enough 
for them, also increased the challenge. 
 
Sydney, New Zealand, and Hawaii and Russia: 
My fourth and sixth experiences were both freelance opportunities in 
Sydney, New Zealand, and Hawaii and in the Russian city of Moscow. I 
wanted to grasp an understanding as to the importance of freelancing 
within the industry whilst also creating and completing two personal 
projects, and challenging a variety of skills I previously possessed.  
 
For these placements, I created my own photographic briefs that 
explored themes and aspects in photography that were unique to me. 
These two placements resulted in the successful completion of an e-
book of travel images from Sydney, New Zealand, and Hawaii 
(allowing me to experience the importance of sequencing different 
aspects within a publication), and will also end with a media and 
photography exhibition organized, curated, and held by the members 
of the Moscow 2014 trip that will hopefully include two of my exhibition 
pieces. 
 
Whilst taking part in the freelancing opportunity in New Zealand, I also 
received work through the contacts that I established whilst I was out 
there. The Benzie Free Range Eggs company required me to 
photograph marketing and promotional images in order to enhance 
their visual professionalism through their company website. 
 
Throughout these opportunities, I have been able to enhance my 
creative work through increasing my photographic and editing skills 
and through the understanding of the process behind freelancing. My 
strengths were challenged and increased and some of my weakness 
converted to strengths (such as, getting stressed easily, and being 
impatient). 
 
I personally feel that students should experience at least one 
freelancing opportunity as this not only enhances their independence 
but it also shows them how much work is often put in to a personal 
project. These placements were enjoyable through the freedom in 
what I could photograph and the travelling through foreign countries, 
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but they were also challenging, as I had to create my own brief, 
enhance my opportunistic photography skills in responding to an 
unknown location, learn the basics of the Russian language, and 
enhance my team working skills through working with and helping 
people interested in the media industry. 
 
This placement is not something that I feel would make a successful 
future career in itself, but instead find that it is a useful skill to have as a 
Plan B. 
 
 
Eastside Projects: 
My fifth placement involved me volunteering at Eastside Projects 
Gallery in Birmingham. I got in contact with the company by applying 
for a Distribution placement that they had to offer, but was 
unfortunately unsuccessful in acquiring the position. However, it was 
suggested by the team that I might be interested in volunteering for 
the company as an alternative starting point. Even though this wasn’t 
what I had initially intended to receive, I decided to take the 
volunteering opportunity in order to experience some form of gallery 
work to see if it interested me. Unfortunately, volunteering wasn’t the 
professional level that I wanted to experience. 
 
As a part of the volunteering scheme, I was able to encounter two 
types of volunteer roles which included Invigilating and helping out at 
art events. Both of these opportunities offered the completion of simple 
tasks including helping set up the gallery, welcoming members of the 
public, and keeping an eye on the gallery space. 
 
During this opportunity, although I was able to encounter the dynamics 
of working in a team, increase some of my strengths, and challenge 
some of my weaknesses, I personally feel that this placement was not 
as challenging or stimulating as I had hoped. 
 
I personally wouldn’t pursue volunteering for any other option than to 
gain experience within the industry, but I would still like to try and 
experience more professional level gallery work including roles such as 
curating or distribution. 
 
Next Steps: 
Through the completion of all of these placements, I was able to 
experience what I set out to achieve at the beginning of the module: 
to learn about different areas inside the photographic industry in order 
to achieve a greater understanding of the options that the industry 
had to offer and allow me to identify my future career path. 
 
As you have also seen, each of these placements have impacted my 
strengths and weaknesses to a degree where the majority of my 
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weaknesses have been turned to strengths. This has left me with no 
particular skill gaps, but instead has left more personal weaknesses 
such as “emotional”, and “perfectionist”, which will only be changed 
through time as my experience and confidence grows. 
 
Conclusion: 
Each placement was a positive experience in one-way or another. As 
seen from this video, some placements challenged me more than 
others, but each opportunity benefited me either through skills that I 
acquired, weaknesses I converted, or general experiences and 
contacts that I gained.  
 
Through these placements, I have also managed to secure two further 
opportunities including continuing my work with the online magazine 
and newspaper, ePHOTOzine, as well as becoming Coventry City 
Handball Club’s official photographer.  
 
As for my future career aim, due to the enjoyable and challenging 
placement and the successful publication of a number of articles, I am 
now seriously considering pursuing the path to becoming a 
photographic features writer. 
  


